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APPENDIX A
Computer System Evolution

Thanks to unabated advances in semiconductor fabrication, computer sys-
tems have evolved rapidly in the fifty years since their inception, both in
terms of power and architectural complexity. Miniaturization and the resul-
tant leap in raw processing power is undoubtedly the most influential change,
having sparked new applications at every step and so propelled computing
into every corner of society. The accelerated growth in semiconductor den-
sity is colloquially portrayed as a natural progression. So natural even, that
it has been given its own “law”, which states that transistor density doubles
every two years [Moo00]. Moore’s law obscures, however, that this advance
is a human pursuit and each improvement requires significant, and increas-
ing [Fit08, Ley97], research enterprise. It also masks the fact that practical
growth rate is subject to outside influences such as economics – of, say, power
consumption – and technology beyond semiconductors. Computer systems
are built from distinct parts such as microprocessors, main memory, persis-
tent storage, communications interfaces, etcetera, each of which improves at
its own rate and not necessarily gradually. As a result, relative component
performance – a broad term that we will qualify shortly – varies over time.

Shifts in the performance balance impacts users as their applications hit
different bottlenecks. To squeeze out maximal performance, an application
must balance demand for the various components. Sweeping optimization of
an application to a specific computer system is uneconomical for most soft-
ware, however. It reduces portability between systems while, with rapidly de-
veloping hardware, software porting is the most promising strategy for achiev-
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208 Computer System Evolution

ing long term high performance. Instead, developers rely on a software layer
between applications and physical resources, the operating system (OS), to
abstract said resources to maintain portability, and to do so at minimal cost.
The OS must try to balance the goals of extracting maximal performance on a
wide range of computer systems and requesting minimal to no involvement
from application software. In the worst case, legacy operating system design
can exacerbate performance bottlenecks and artificially reduce application
throughput by orders of magnitude [HHL+97]. To avoid such situations, op-
erating system design itself needs to adapt in concert with the underlying
hardware.

This appendix examines the effects of ongoing computer architecture de-
velopments on the prominent class of streaming I/O applications. We plot
the recent history of hardware evolution and extrapolate to the near future
(based on industry predictions), to be able to understand why the scaling of
application performance with Moore’s Law is increasingly unlikely with the
present system abstractions.

Effortless application scaling with Moore’s law has effectively ended as a
result of four closely related developments in computer architectures. More
and more applications are hitting what has become known as the “Memory
Wall” [WM95]. At the same time, sequential applications see performance
growth stalling as processor development moves from clock frequency scal-
ing to on-chip parallelism. Mass parallelism is beginning to spark core het-
erogeneity [ABC+06a, LBKH07] and as a result processor diversity.

A.1 The Memory Wall

Modern computer systems are stored-program machines of the Von Neu-
mann design [vN45]. Many kinds of I/O devices can be attached, but log-
ically all systems operate as a pair of basic blocks: a general purpose pro-
cessor plus external storage, interconnected through a single channel that
has come to be known as the Von Neumann bottleneck (VNB) [Bac78]. Both
blocks have physical limits. Depending on which threshold an application
hits first, it is classified as either CPU- or I/O bound. In the first case process-
ing power is the main factor holding back performance. If this is the case,
replacing the current CPU with a faster processor will decrease processing
time. The second identifies data access as the main obstruction: I/O bound
applications request more data than can fit through the VNB, causing the
processor to wait idly on data for most of the time. For such applications,
introducing a faster processor will have little or no effect on performance. In-
stead, in these cases the VNB will have to be replaced or widened. Alternate
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architectures to the stored-program have been proposed, most notably the
split-memory Harvard architecture popularly known from the era of punch
card programs 1 and the instruction-level massively parallel dataflow archi-
tecture [Vee86]. Both are in use today in special purpose or constrained de-
vices, such as DSPs and microcontrollers, and both have arguably influenced
modern CPU design in the form of split-level caches and out of order exe-
cution. Neither has upset the dominant architecture, however, or the VNB
that accompanies it. We are not concerned here with the reasons for the
current situation, but only observe that notwithstanding discovery of a com-
pletely novel design, development effort has moved from replacing the VNB
to reducing its position as Achilles’ heel of the stored-program architecture.
Historically, memory access latency and throughput have grown at a lower
rate than memory density or processor performance [McK04]. As this per-
formance discrepancy continues to widen, an increasing number of applica-
tions’ bottlenecks gravitate towards the VNB, a process that cultivates in “hit-
ting the Memory Wall” [WM95]: having application performance scale only
with improvements in memory latency.

The introduction of caches has reduced contention on main memory for
applications with high temporal locality. Caches are faster, smaller memories
in the path from processor to main memory that retain recently used data
and instructions for faster recall on subsequent access. As a temporal recol-
lection strategy offers little respite for applications with large, random or non-
overlapping working sets, a well known performance optimization method is
to program applications so that their data access matches cache design as
much as possible. This heuristic is increasingly difficult to apply, however.
Modern layered memory systems insert arrays of caches between CPU and
memory, each of which trades off reduced throughput for greater size over its
predecessor, to maximize combined cost effectiveness. Because caches are
functionally transparent, changes in memory system design do not jeopar-
dize portability. As a result, variation is high, even within single processor
families. Expanding memory system complexity and diversity gives rise to
the paradoxical situation that cache awareness is at the same time increas-
ingly indispensable and unattainable.

Purely computational applications are not the only ones gravitating to-
wards the memory system bottleneck. Even though the core computer archi-
tecture consists of only two components, computation is not performed in
a vacuum. Most applications need to interact with external devices to per-
form their task. The third class of principal computer components, there-
fore, is that of input and output, or I/O, devices. Since computation is per-

1see for example Hennessy and Patterson [HP96], p.55
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Figure A.1: The Von Neumann Bottleneck connects the principal compo-
nents

formed only on the CPU (in principle), I/O devices share the storage side
of the Von Neumann bottleneck with memory. Figure A.1 shows the three
components with VNB in the middle. Besides human interfaces such as key-
boards and mice, which have hit the “cerebral wall” years ago, the principal
I/O devices are storage devices, high fidelity peripheral (e.g., video and au-
dio) interfaces and communication networks. Disk bound applications have
working sets that exceed even main memory and must therefore block on the
much slower disk interface. With keyboard and mouse constrained by the
cerebral wall, most notable peripheral interfaces from a performance point
of view are SCSI, Firewire and USB, which are increasingly alike network in-
terfaces such as Ethernet. Applications waiting on these I/O bottlenecks are
not memory bound.

The memory bound class grows quickly as microprocessor performance
expands more rapidly. As the discussion of peripheral I/O demonstrates, the
gravitation towards memory as most significant bottleneck cannot only be
due to the disparate growthrates in CPU and memory latency, however. Fig-
ure A.2 plots, in logarithmic scale, the relative performance growth curves of
four common computer components against Moore’s law and an even steeper
doubling per 18 months growth curve. We show the second curve because,
one, it is often erroneously thought to be the rate of Moore’s law and, two, it
is in reality the historical combined growthrate of transistor density and fre-
quency scaling [Int] (which explains why it is frequently confused with Gor-
don Moore’s original prediction). Datapoints are grouped by component:
CPU, memory, disk and networking. The CPU figure shows that, indeed,
clockrate and transistor density scale with Moore’s law and resultant applica-
tion performance with the 18-month curve. Networks have grown even faster,
causing the class of network-bound tasks to dwindle: bandwidth growth of
widely used Ethernet outstripped even the 18-month cycle. We should add,
however, that it appears that growth is slowing. This is most likely not due
to technical concerns, as optical transmission at much higher rates has been
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Figure A.2: Growth rates of various computer components

demonstrated (e.g., Alcatel-Lucent’s 25.6 Tb/s over 80 km in 2007 [GCT+08]),
but due to limited practical incentive. Network growth contrasts with disk
trends, where we see that platter density grows at least as fast as transistor
density, but bandwidth and latency scale much slower. The only exception
is a spike in SCSI clockrate that results from a one-time move from parallel
to serial technology – this is certainly not representative. Applications that
perform much disk I/O must become increasingly disk bound, then. Periph-
eral interfaces such as PCI and USB are absent from the figure; these stopped
posing a bottleneck when parallel, shared media PCI was replaced with more
scalable serial serial point-to-point interconnects in similar fashion to the
SCSI example. In essence, all current interconnects share the serial channel
design that is also used in fast inter-CPU interconnects, therefore all can in
principle scale at the same rate. On-chip I/O interfaces (as found in the Sun
UltraSPARC T2) go one step further and completely remove the system bus
from the path between CPU and peripheral data. This leaves only main mem-
ory, shown in the fourth plot in Figure A.2. Here, we see that throughput cer-
tainly scales slower than Moore’s law, but that it still significantly outperforms
latency as measured in clockrate. We will shortly discuss why this discrepancy
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matters. The principal point we want to take from this figure now, however, is
that all applications gravitate towards being memory bound. Even previously
disk bound applications increasingly hit memory stalls as solid state drives
increase disk performance over magnetic storage by up to orders of magni-
tude and as main memory itself accommodates ever larger working sets be-
cause its density grows with Moore’s Law. All these trends increase the push
towards memory contention as the main issue in I/O processing.

A.2 Parallelism, Heterogeneity and Diversity

Another, more recent, development in computer hardware is the end of pro-
cessor frequency scaling in harmony with miniaturization 2. This bedrock of
computing ensured automatic speed increases in CPU-bound applications
on newer generation processors of the same design, but the associated costs
(increasing power consumption and associated heat dissipation, current leak-
age at nanometer scale exacerbating these issues and the memory wall reduc-
ing practical effectiveness [Int05]) became unacceptable. Parallelism on chip,
including using heterogeneous parts, has replaced frequency scaling. CPU
ranges that differ in number and type of cores also introduces widespread
diversity where single core and single ISA were the norm for decades.

Processor Parallelism Frequency scaling should not be confused with
Moore’s Law. Doubling of transistor rate per 24 months continues. The two
are related only in that manufacturing scale determines maximal achievable
signaling rate, i.e., frequency. In the past the total room was exploited to max-
imize rate, but because power consumption scales linearly with frequency,
this concomitantly increased energy cost and heat dissipation. Still, frequency
became such a marketable feature that increasing it became a cause in itself.
This trend, disparagingly known as the Megahertz Myth [Pog00, Fis04b], in-
troduced architectural devices that seemingly had no other purpose than to
enable higher rates. One specific method is to break up tasks into ever smaller
subtasks and handle only a few subtasks per cycle. This is an overly simplified
picture of instruction pipelining, which executes subtasks from multiple tasks
in parallel for other reasons and is a common feature on CPUs. The most ex-
treme example of pipelining, however, could be observed in the Intel Prescott
architecture, which increased the length of the pipeline to 31 steps. This pro-
cessor proved to be the last of its lineage (the otherwise successful Pentium 4).
It was generally believed and tepidly acknowledged at the time [Fly04, Fis04a]

2as publicly stated by the global market leader in semiconductor manufacturing, In-
tel [Int05]
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that this was caused by other designs clearly showing higher application per-
formance while operating at significantly lower rates.

Now, the entire semiconductor industry changed goals from maximizing
performance above all else to maximizing performance as a ratio of cost (ex-
pressed in Watts). The alternative performance scaling path that the semi-
conductor industry has embarked on to increase performance per watt is on-
chip parallelization. By increasing the number of parallel ’logical’ processors,
or cores, on a chip, more real-world performance can be reached without re-
quiring higher clock rates, deeper pipelines or other complicated architec-
tural features within the processor. The main problem with this approach is
that this method offers limited performance improvement without changes
to the software system — changes that are not easy. The majority of exist-
ing applications are programmed as sequential processes and parallel pro-
gramming is considered complex and error-prone. Major research efforts are
underway to find algorithms that scale efficiently (i.e., near linearly) to hun-
dreds of cores and that can perform the tasks we program sequentially to-
day [Pat07, OH05].

Processor Heterogeneity Mass parallelization clears the path for a sec-
ondary development. Special purpose logic can execute specific tasks much
more efficiently than a general purpose CPU. On uniprocessors, ISA exten-
sions to speed up multimedia and encryption are common(Intel MMX, SSE,
Motorola/IBM AltiVec). To maintain the illusion of a sequential machine,
uniprocessors hide all functional units (the aforementioned along with more
common arithmetic logic units and floating point units) behind a single in-
struction stream and must perform costly instruction reordering and super-
scalar execution to extract instruction level parallelism and maintain high ef-
ficiency. As multicore architectures by design expose thread level parallelism,
maintaining the illusion within processor cores is no longer justified (nor is
the expensive out-of-order control logic). Exposing all parallel hardware di-
rectly is therefore an increasingly reasonable strategy as thread level paral-
lelism increases. The success of independent graphics processors (or GPUs)
– themselves embedding tens of simple cores – in the last decade lends fur-
ther credence to this view. In certain specialized markets heterogeneous mul-
ticore processors have already long been commonplace. Besides a control
core, network processors (NPUs) commonly embed cores optimized for high
rate packet processing and pattern matching, for instance, and form a mid-
way point between (slow, powerful) CPUs and (fast, inflexible) ASICs. With
more and more cores on a single die, it is not illogical to expect that some of
these will be special purpose also on server, workstation and mobile device
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microprocessors. Indeed, the Cell, as the CPU for the Sony PlayStation 3, was
the first mainstream heterogeneous multicore processor, but all major man-
ufacturers have integrated or have plans to integrate special purpose logic
such as programmable graphics/SIMD cores (AMD Fusion), network inter-
faces (Sun Niagara T2) and encryption assists (Via C7). Because specialized
resources can process up to orders of magnitude faster than equivalent soft-
ware running on a general-purpose microprocessor, they must be employed
when available. Resource control is handled by the operating system, whose
task it is to securely and fairly multiplex available hardware to all users and
applications. Current operating systems limit special purpose logic support
to a handful of hardwired tasks such as TCP checksumming. Not even GPU
resources are centrally managed, let alone more exotic units (encryption, FG-
PAs).

Processor Diversity Contrary to frequency scaling, parallelism and het-
erogeneity usher in a kind of processor diversity to which applications can-
not gratuitously stay oblivious. The power of popular ISAs has always been
that the exact same program will execute with a similar efficiency (not to be
confused with similar performance) on many subsequent generations of the
same processor line. Parallelism and heterogeneity, in contrast, demand ac-
tive software support – which is currently sorely absent. To execute efficiently
on a broad array of possible core arrangements, applications need to identify
which parts of their execution best fit which cores and which parts can be
executed safely in parallel. Chip diversity will make it impossible to decide
at compile time (i.e., at the software developer’s desk) which part of an ap-
plication can be offloaded to a special purpose core. At runtime (i.e., on the
user’s machine), this choice can be made, but current operating systems are
not capable of offloading in a generic fashion. Future operating systems, on
the other hand, will have to perform introspection to learn which functional
units are available and which tasks would be a fitting workload.

Diversity not only concerns computational logic. As the number of possi-
ble core arrangements multiply, so do the compositions of the interconnect-
ing fabric. Current multicore processors (e.g., the Intel Core 2 and Core i7
architectures) implement a hierarchical topology, where cores are the leaves
of a tree connected to increasingly few, increasingly slow, increasingly large
memories. Figure A.3 shows one example. This is not to say that the tree is the
only topology: The Cell implements a double ring, for instance. In multipro-
cessors, tree topologies are commonly replaced with forests, where each pro-
cessor is directly connected to local DRAM (so called non uniform memory
access, or NUMA). Nor do all processors share the same basic blocks. Caches
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Figure A.3: Example memory hierarchy: Intel Core 2 Xeon E7440

range widely in size, line size, associativity and other design decisions. Mem-
ory system topology is of particular interest to applications hitting the Mem-
ory Wall, as effective cache utilization reduces pressure on the main memory
bus. As in the case of parallelism and heterogeneity, memory system diver-
sity causes variation in execution efficiency of the exact same application on
a range of processors. Maintaining uniformly high efficiency across a range
of memory system architectures requires active involvement on the part of
the application, system scheduler and/or memory management system.

More than the sum of the parts Parallelization, specialization and di-
versity each reinforce the memory bus bottleneck. Transistor count contin-
ues to grow at a higher rate than memory speed as Moore’s Law continues.
Parallelization reduces temporal locality of execution as multiple processes
compete for the same memory bus and as a result interleave their memory
requests. Competition causes inefficiency, because memory bus throughput
is factors lower for random than for sequential access. Many specific reasons
contribute, but all stem from the basis that simple patterns are more pre-
dictable. For instance, contrary to its name, Dynamic Random Access Mem-
ory (DRAM) gives up to an order higher throughput on long-lived (‘burst’) re-
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quests, where round-trip latency to transfer addresses across the memory bus
can be amortized. As a result, the worst case scenario is to have requests com-
pete for the shared memory system, in which case no processor can reach
burst performance. The chance of such thrashing occurring increases with
the number of cores and is aggravated by on-chip heterogeneity if ‘dumb’
cores lack transparent caches.

At the same time, parallelization and heterogeneity permit much higher
effective operations per second than can be achieved on a single micropro-
cessor, if the various processors cooperate to minimize contention on the
memory system. This can be achieved, for instance, by executing formerly
sequential operations that access the same data in parallel, and by coordina-
tion execution to remain in lock step, so that data is accessed from a shared
on-chip cache. Coordinating operation is the responsibility of the software
system. It is a difficult task, especially if portability across systems with dif-
ferent caches and processor arrangements is required.


